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Abstract—Smart Grid (SG) constitutes business and operational challenges for utility companies and energy suppliers and those are
easily met by Cloud Computing (CC). From the distributed property of CC and SG it is unable to be avoided that the two
methodologies will become integrated. Here I discuss about the opportunities and risks that CC gives to utility companies and energy
suppliers, and consider what inseparable elements of CC may be capable of improving Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) defense
for SG. A prolonged literature survey is executed to identify which DDoS defense methods can be raised by CC and used to defend the
SG. I propose that, when risks are suitably mitigated, the deployment of CC is known to be overall advantage, where its inseparable
elements can be combined to make the SG highly secure and help in mitigation of a crippling DDoS attack.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The smart grid (SG) is an electric grid which has overlay of a communication grid to achieve high visibility that is able to
improve its resilience and efficiency and also easy integration of surrogate energy sources at micro level [1]. The SG is
used to link together our homes, vehicles, electronic devices, and businesses into a large, intelligent network [2].
Methodologies such as Smart Home technology, SCADA, corporate networks, the Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) and other Industrial Control Systems (ICS) will all communicate with one another to distribute, monitor and
control electricity [3]. A fully realized SG will influence these methodologies maximize the reliability of energy
distribution and generation, decentralize energy generation [4].
Cloud Computing (CC) is advised as a possible solution for the energy industry to store and process the data that is
aggregated by the AMI [5]. CC is a cost efficient computing solution that has several advantages involving, but not
limited to, reliability, scalability, device location independence replication and security [4]. Considering the enactment of
CC by utility companies and energy suppliers I explore how specific elements of CC could be influenced to actively
secure the SG against one of the most disastrous types of cyber-attacks, known as distributed denial-of-service attack
(DDoS).
As a fault-finding infrastructure, the SG must be functional under all circumstances [6]. The complexity and diversity of
the automation systems and communication networks make the SG susceptible to cyber-attacks like DDoS [6]. Maligned
efforts to disturb communication between SG elements could result in many negative effects such as loss of service,
delays and physical damage [7], [8]. New approaches are being made to secure the SG data and infrastructure against
malicious intent [9], and given how sensitive and detailed this type of data can be [10], countermeasures to secure privacy
of paramount concern [8].DDoS attacks are carried out with the intention of suspending or interrupting the
communication capacity [11], [12] of any service or networked device by draining the bandwidth or memory of the
targeted device [7]. They have been identified as an important concern to the SG [13] since the level of technical ability
needed to handle them is low and they are easy to apply. The number of DDoS attacks have increased, and their asperity
has increased, excelling traffic volumes of 100Gbps [14]. There are many DDoS defense techniques that, when connected
with a quick defensive reaction [15] and easily scalable computing resources, can be efficient at mitigating the asperity of
attacks. I explain about the elements of CC that could be used to improve these methods in the fact of a DDoS attack on
SG. Based on an elongated survey of the literature, I propose that CC may be influenced to improve DDoS defense for the
SG and its aiding infrastructure. The paper is developed such as to describe the CC opportunities and challenges for SG
and describe the main benefits and potential risks of integrating CC into SG, describe how a DDoS could be carried out
against the SG and how CC can improve existing DDoS defense techniques.
II. SMART GRID
The smart grid is described as an electricity network that is able to intelligently combine the actions of all users linked to it
consumers, generators and those that do both – in order to effectively deliver secure, economic and sustainable electricity
supplies ”.A Smart Grid is a intricate infrastructure consist of seven main domains as given in Fig.1.
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Fig1. Smart Grid

Bulk generation is the first step in the electricity supply to customers. Markets. The information management supplies
information base for the optimization and analysis. Service providers. The actors accomplish a number of functions that
support the business processes Operations. The typical applications carried out within the Operations domain
Transmission is the large transport of electricity from sources to destination through multiple stations Distribution. This
domain is electrically connected with the customer and transmission system. Customers are granted to regulate their
generation, energy usage and storage. The smart grid systems suggest meaningful benefits for society: information
availability and greater efficiencies can provide greener energy generation and it is cheaper, less loss in transmission and
energy storage, better recovery and fault isolation
A. Interactions between SG and CC
Data centers, with storage capacities and massive computation, are key attributes of the cloud computing. Data centers
have a great impact on the electric grid by enhancing the load at their locations. In order to decrease their greater energy
utilization and with the cooling complications that datacenters have, cloud servers determined to use some creative
approaches of housing their centers functions. Interactions between SG and CC are shown in Fig.2.

Cloud Computing
Data Center
Smart Grid
Fig 2 . The interactions between cloud computing, data centers, smart grid

The Smart grid application in the cloud is shown in fig.3

Fig 3. Electricity management in smart homes.
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III. CLOUD COMPUTING THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMART GRID
Energy suppliers will have to compete with a major shift away from a model of consolidated electricity generation at
huge nuclear power plants or fossil fuel burning , to one where generation will appear in smaller, widely-scattered
pockets of renewable energy sources [16]. Linked with the improved communication among customers, energy suppliers,
and utility companies the SG is capable of reacting to shifts in electricity claim in real-time. The SG is a overlay of a
communication grid over the power grid where operational sensor data and fine grain usage data is combined from the
grid and prepared to increase resilience, reliability and operational efficiency. As a result of this new example, energy
suppliers are granted with various new challenges [12], such as how to compromise with an excessive amount of data
composed from advanced metering technology, how to track number of scattered sources of energy generation, and the
relevant security and privacy issues for each [17].
There are basic risks related with the integration of CC into the SG, because CC was not really made for high-assertion
applications where security and consistency of data has been the primary responsibility [18]. In the fact of a
communications interruption or system failure , Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) need to assure that data integrity is
preserved and lost data is rectifiable. Issues with the latency of CC services and applications, such as degree of latency
and variability need to be mitigated [19]. CSPs have to determine the location of data in the cloud while establishing data
segmentation, encryption and granular access control are imposed [20]. Active auditing controls and security measures
have to be determined in service level agreements to establish confidentiality, data reliability and auditing capabilities are
maintained [4]. Most essentially, CC confide on the Internet, a technology that is naturally unreliable and prone to
corruption activity [6]. If CC is to be used for SG it will be needed to accomplish higher levels of reliability and security
within the present Internet infrastructure.
Integrating CC into SG is a realistic business model for energy suppliers to grapple with the processing capabilities and
storage prescribed of a fully realized SG [19], [21], [22]. CC offers utility companies and energy suppliers events, such
as: functioning their services at a lower cost by taking leverage of economies of scale; real-time reaction for demand
management and control signals; automation services that are accessible as a service; faster implementation of disaster
recovery and security distributions through virtualization [23]; and scalable resources that can adjust to changes in
demand. Most basically, CC provides utility companies and energy suppliers the capability to outsource resource
intensive tasks to the cloud [5].
These merits connected with a hybrid deployment, mixing private cloud and community cloud, could accomplish high
privacy and security standards for SG [24], [4]. Further, the deployment of CC provide utility companies and energy
suppliers approach to computing resources that could head to enhanced or new services, the development of operating
efficiencies and new business models. Given this, it is sensible to consider how some of the basic elements of CC can
reduce the crippling impact of a DDoS attack made adjacent to a fully realized SG. There are various basic CC attributes
that make it appropriate for the SG..
First, CC supports a highly frisky system that can quickly adjust to changes in processing needs or data storage. As an
impact, new features or further services are achieved by utility companies or energy suppliers can be made without
disturbing existing services [4]. Second, with a robust network, the impacts of natural calamities can be reduced by
shifting networking and processing needs to other unaffected locations of fully realized SG [3]. Backing up entire sets of
data or spreading out portions of data in many locations raise the capability of the system to recoup from disturbing
events [3]. Third, even though geographically varied, the CC would act as a centralized processing infrastructure
acquiring greater utilization than distinctive energy suppliers performing their own data processing [19]. The flexibility of
computing resources would assist customers accord with unexpected growth in data load. When data load levels recoil to
normal, the additional computing power will be retired [22]. Fourth, critical CC systems can be deployed to self-heal, has
the ability to diagnose, detect and react to software disruptions or infrastructure [25]. Self-healing systems have the
capability to react to operational disruptions or environmental in real-time, greatly reducing or eliminating the need for
human intervention. Fifth, when maintenance is needed on cyber-physical systems, virtualization would grant for the SG
systems to perform without service interruptions when [26] applying secure configurations, installing new patches or
performing security upgrades. Making use of virtual machines (VMs) on SG systems evolve into less risky on account of
the installation of special software is not needed to perform computations or run applications. Table I summarizes the
potential benefits of integrating CC into SG.
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TABLE.I. BENEFITS OF INTEGRATING CC INTO SG
Cc Attribute
Potential Benefit
Adapt to fluctuations , Low
Agility and redundancy
storage costs
Resilience, Low operation
Device and location
costs, Location geographic
independence
independence
Energy demand fluctuation
Real time response and
response, electricity
elastic performance
distribution/delivery
Robustness and endurance of
Self-healing
SG
Faster response time, disaster
Virtualization and
recovery, deployment of
automation services
security implementations

IV.

ENHANCEMENT OF DDOS DEFENSE TECHNIQUES BY CLOUD COMPUTING

The complexity and physical size of the SG increases its susceptibility to DDoS attacks. An attack could be done against
several the grid components, involving but not limited to, networking devices, smart meters, communication links,
infrastructure control systems and energy supplier servers [2]. A DDoS attack across a portion of the SG infrastructure
would disturb the communications network causing disturbance in remote or automated services, electricity distribution
and delivery or energy usage forecasting [2]. This could head to wide-scale blackouts, leak of customer data and the
devastation of the cyber-physical infrastructure [12]. Further, there are legal and financial implications for energy
suppliers in the fact that customer data is stolen, lost or if billing data is falsified [12].
DDoS attacks can likely influence every layer of the OSI model, but the reduction of large scale DDoS attacks occur over
layers 3, 4 and 7. My analysis targets on attacks carried out over layer 4 and 7, because of their recent increase in
popularity and complication at defending and reducing their
effects. A DDoS attack commencing from malware affected SG devices that is performed over these layers could have
major impacts to the processes of the SG [6]. Fig. 4 shows how a DDoS attack could be performed over SG through
malware affected smart appliances over the OSI application layer, intending industrial control systems and corporate
networks of utility companies or energy suppliers.
There are various techniques to secure against DDoS attacks [27], but my study is limited to the DDoS defense
techniques that can be increased by utilizing the basic elements of CC. Assuming that CC is a fully unified component of
SG, to the extent that CC is not just for utilizing data storage, but also virtualizing software for energy suppliers, data
processing, consumers, utility companies, industrial control systems and integrating corporate networks. [28] classifies
DDoS defense techniques into four different types i) attack prevention, ii) attack detection, iii) attack source
identification, and iv) attack reaction.

Fig 4. DDoS Attack over Application Layer from Malware Infected SG Connected Device

A. Attack Prevention Defense Mechanisms
Attack prevention methods try to stop DDoS attacks before they can reach their goal, generally through the use of
different packet filtering techniques [11], [29]. Methods such as router-based packet filtering and ingress/egress filtering
are efficient for small scale attacks, but in widely distributed, large DDoS attacks, they are limited even when if source of
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the attack is well-known [28]. While the capability of filtering techniques is questionable, particularly for OSI layer 7
attacks, utility companies and energy suppliers could utilize honeypots and honeynets to achieve intelligence of possible
DDoS attacks. Honeypots are systems composed with less security to trick would-be attackers to point them as a
substitute of the actual system [30]. Honeypots could take leverage of CCs capability to duplicate services and virtualize
servers [31]. Classically, high-interaction honeypots have been costly to manage, particularly when virtualization is not
available. The development of an array of honeypots with various configurations, to identify susceptibilities from
malware, replication vectors, and databases could be cheaply achieved, be limited resource intensive, and be rebuilt faster
if compromised. In combination with a robust network intrusion detection system (IDS), honeypots can be actively
dispersed across VMs to reduce computational overload, and play a vital role in a related DDoS defense strategy [31],
[26].
B. Attack Detection
Detection techniques need to be capable of identifying attacks in real time as well as post event. Detection of DoS attacks
is generally based on network data analysis such as connection requests, packet headers, etc to identify anomalies in
traffic patterns and traffic imbalance rates [32]. The detection system must be capable of differentiating between
malicious traffic and legitimate, keeping false positives results less so that legitimate users are not getting affected.
Further, these methods must have short detection time and good system coverage[33]. Further, if authentication methods
for SG attached devices are negotiated, attack source detection methods may establish very useful at identifying malicious
activity [16].
DoS Attack Specific Detection
DoS-Attack-Specific Detection is used to identify attacks that accomplish the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
across OSI layer 4. DoS Attack Specific detection techniques try to detect when incoming traffic is not reciprocal to
outgoing traffic, the traffic is unstable statistically, or the attack flow does not have occasionally behavior [34]. The
detection techniques has less success against DDoS attacks [28], on account of each compromised host can firmly mimic
a legitimate user as it is not necessary to manage the traffic pattern of a single host. considering that the basic features of
the attack are able to be identified early, elastic computing resources could harden SYN flood defense techniques [35],
and critically be used to influence an intentional rise in attack strength. The geographic difference of cloud resources
could be an advantage, using data from both first-mile and last-mile routers all over a CSPs network to indicate the attack
source and support ingress or egress filtering. This, connected with redundant resources capable of performing packet
state analysis, would reduce the amount of time required to shut out illegitimate traffic [36].
Anomaly-Based Detection
Anomaly-Based Detection targets at identifying distortion in traffic patterns on OSI application layer that do not match
normal traffic patterns aggregated from training data. This detection approach has less success against DDoS attacks
because of the perceived legitimacy and size of BOTNETs. Anomalies are not identified when traffic seems to adhere to
normal traffic patterns. This method may only be efficient if distortions can be identified regarding the percentage of new
IP addresses or geographical location of IP addresses seen by the victim [28]. Traditional data from across geographic
difference CSP resources may create anomaly detection methods more efficient by giving a more robust dataset for
analysis. The elastic performance and frisky capabilities of CC may provide more resilient mitigation algorithms, such as
an adjustable system for identifying XML and HTTP application layer attacks [37], and SOTA [38] to reduce DX-DoS
and X-DoS attacks.
C. Attack Source Identification
This method tries to identify where DDoS attacks are emerging from. These methods are more dependent on the Internet
router infrastructure, and on account of DDoS attacks emerge from various geographical locations, different traceback
methods are not efficient against DDoS attacks. The hash-based IP traceback technique is worth mentioning as it has been
shown to be efficient against DDoS attacks, with some caveats [39]. The network topology capabilities offered by CC and
SG [13] may provide new attack source identification methods that succeed where classical traceback methods have
fallen less [29]. For hash-based IP Traceback to be efficient, it requires a wide geographic dissemination of recent
traceback routers and a great amount of computing overhead to determine packet data, particularly over large amount of
time [39]. Considering that CSPs have more distribution of traceback routers all over their network, and that cloud
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resources are dispersed geographically, IP Traceback could be leveraged of the redundant and frisky resources present in
CC. The redundant and frisky computational capabilities could be leveraged for packet filtering methods working in
combination with other DDoS defense mechanisms [40] to maintain SG services, and accomplish data analysis from
traceback routers on the CSP network to support ingress and egress filtering.
D. Attack Reaction
These methods try to eliminate or reduce the impact of a DDoS attack. For the future SG, this is an essential feature to
protect the SG from being fully paralyzed by an attack [3]. Techniques involve but are not limited to duplicating network
resources, filtering out bad traffic or transactions to reduce the abuse of computational resources or designating costs to
certain processes. CC provides several opportunities to increase these capabilities, enhancing their endurance and
capacity.
History-based IP filtering (HIP)
HIP is a technique where routers grant incoming packets when they are checked against a pre-populated IP address
database [41]. This protection technique is deemed meaningless if devices with a valid purpose on the SG are negotiated
and actually used as part of a BOTNET [42]. HIP filtering defense could influence the geographic dispersion, elastic
performance and agility of CC, but more detail would be required about how CSPs would implement the checking
process for IPs to know when and how this would be a benefit.
Load balancing
This method is done when there is a necessity to rise the available server operations for critical systems to secure them
from shutting down in the impact of a DDoS attack [42]. Load balancing has the ability to make use of computational
resources over distributed networks [43], readily making use of basic abilities of CC, such as redundancy and agility,
elastic performance and real-time response, and automation services and virtualization [43]. There are threats to
overcome, such as the latency, cost of the distributed computational load, and computational bottlenecks, but if correctly
implemented, the merits of load balancing could be used by CSPs to reduce the impact of a DDoS attack done against the
SG.
Selective pushback
This method ties to separate the data stream adjacent to the DDoS attack source by identifying the source of the attack
and dispatching the location data to all upstream routers [33]. When attack traffic is legitimately distributed, or the attack
origin IP is spoofed, events of filtering attack traffic become crucial [28]. Regardless of the exact method used to observe
packets legitimacy and network congestion, the target of the pushback method is to separate the bad traffic as adjacent to
the source of the attack as possible. CC would be developed indirectly, likely with IP Traceback and DoS Attack Specific
Detection, taking advantage of geographic diversity, agility and elastic performance to increase the capability of pushback methods such as the cooperative pushback technique given by [33].
Source-end reaction
Source-end reaction methods, like D-WARD, attempt to catalog data flow statistics by uniformly monitoring the two-way
traffic between the rest of the Internet and source network. Statistics are accumulated such as the ratio of out-traffic and
in-traffic, and total number of connections per destination. The system regularly compares aggregated data against
legitimate flow data models for each and every type of traffic that the source network receives, and if a disparity occurs,
traffic is either rate-limited or filtered. Barring privacy issues, the frisky CC could be influenced with automation services
and virtualization to catalog the traffic between SG infrastructure, utility companies, CSP resources and infrastructure
control networks, providing a robust dataset that could be used to secure the SG infrastructure. Further, the elastic
performance of CC could be influenced quickly and efficiently compare new data and historical to identify distortions and
create a quicker attack responses.
Event logs
Determination of traffic data tries to detect forensic information in event logs that can detect the particular patterns and
features of a DDoS attack [41]. This type of defense only works if a DDoS against the system has happened, data was
able to be accumulated and analyzed, and defense techniques have been made to throttle or separate future attack traffic
[42]. Event logs from server logs, firewalls, and honeypots would be examined to determine the elements of future DDoS
attacks [41]. CC attributes such as real-time response, agility, elastic performance, automation services and virtualization
could be used to increase the capacities of event log analysis, in extension to applying configuration updates to honeypots
and automating security patches to firewalls based off of investigation results.
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Fault Tolerance
Fault Tolerance methods considers that it is not possible to stop or prevent DDoS attacks fully, and rather focus on
reducing the effects of attacks so the damaged network can remain operational. The technique is based on duplicating
network services and varying the points of access to the network. In the impact of an attack, the crowdedness caused by
attack traffic will not take down all of the damaged network. Related to that of fault tolerance, load balancing methods
could influence CC attributes, such as redundancy and agility, elastic performance and real-time response, and
automation services and virtualization to duplicate services and keep the SG network responsive for normal traffic.
Resource Pricing
Resource Pricing is a mitigation mechanism that makes use of a payment protocol and distributed gateway architecture to
establish a dynamically changing computational burden or cost for initiating various types of network services. This
method favors users who behave well, and segregates against users who abuse system resources, by separating services
into pricing tiers to refrain malicious users from flooding the system with false requests to pursuit price manipulation.
The high elastic performance and agility inherent in CC would mitigate the computational burden of Resource Pricing
methods. As the demand of selecting prices to users grows, the computational demand would be easily reduced by the
capability of CSPs to add further computing resources. Cost levels could easily be designated to put users into a cost
hierarchy, and virtualization capacities could be used to duplicate network resources and infrastructure capacities,
separating users paying various cost levels into different processing areas. Unauthorized traffic would be sectioned off
from the normal traffic, mitigating the effect of an attack, and if necessary, be geographically independent.
E. Other Approaches to Consider
Even before CC was appropriately branded as such, it was contended that isolated defense techniques fail to offer
performance guarantees over DDoS attacks. This would need a paradigm shift, where systems acting in seclusion would
rather act as a distributed infrastructure of non-stratified, specific defense nodes linking with each other to accomplish an
overall level of improved defense against DDoS attacks. Distributed control architectures, like ENERGOS project,
introduces a multi-layered system of intelligent nodes that comprises enough operational information to process difficult
tasks if there is a stratified breakdown of communication. The caveat of this method needs the opportunity of advanced
processing capacities and a networked architecture robust enough to aid big data streams.
Table II summarizes the DDoS defense techniques that can be increased by make use of the CC attributes to defend SG
over DDoS attacks.
TABLE II. Defense Techniques & Cc Attributes
DDoS
Attacks
SYN
Flood
(TCP),
Smurf
Attack,
PDF
GET,
HTTP
GET,
HTTP
POST
SYN
Flood,
Smurf
Attack
PDF
GET,
HTTP
GET,
HTTP
POST
SYN
Flood,
Smurf
Attack;
PDF
GET,

Defense
Technique

CC
Attributes

Honeypots

AR, SH, V

DoS-AttackSpecific
Detection

AR, DLI,
RREP

AnomalyBased
Detection

AR, DLI,
RREP

Hash-Based IP
Traceback

AR, DLI
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HTTP
GET,
HTTP
POST
HIP Filtering
SYN
Flood,
Smurf
Attack;
PDF
GET,
HTTP
GET,
HTTP
POST

Load Balancing
Selective
Pushback
Source-End
Reaction
Analysis of
Traffic Data
Fault Tolerance
Resource
Pricing

AR, DLI,
RREP
AR, RREP
AR, DLI,
RREP
AR, RREP
AR, RREP,
SH, V
AR, DLI,
RREP, SH, V
AR, DLI,
RREP, V

AR: Agility & Redundancy, SH: Self-healing, V: Virtualization, DLI: Device & Location Independence, RREP: Realtime Response & Elastic Performance
The comparative analysis with the application and without application of DDoS Defense Techniques and Attributes
(DDTA) in Smart Grid is shown in Table.III
TABLE III. Comparative Analysis
w/o
DDTA in
SG
Scalability, Reliability
less
Replication
less
Device location
less
independence
Diversity , complexity
vulnerable
Delays, loss of service,
occur
physical damage
Communication
suspended
capability
Memory & bandwidth
saturated
Disaster recovery
slow
Security,
less
Confidentiality

w/
DDTA
in SG
high
high
high
No
Does’nt
occur
increased
Does’nt
faster
high

IV.CONCLUSION
As modernizations to our personal devices, electric vehicles, automated homes continue to bridge the gap between
physical and cyber the CC and SG will eventually become associated, if not integrated with one another. The conception
of SG technology has presented utility companies and energy suppliers with threats that CC could readily meet, but not
without reducing different CCs outstanding issues. Carelessness in the development of CC explanations for SG
applications may provide an environment that is highly prone to cyber-attacks like DDoS. Unless isolated
communications network is laid on top of the electrical grid [6], the hazards of a DDoS attack from those with pernicious
intent, whether for financial benefit or to horrify our society remains a very real feasibility with serious consequences.
The fault-finding nature of the SG means that a real defense result needs to be deployed to secure against DDoS attacks.
Victims of DDoS attack requires an easily scalable technique that can quickly add further resources to defend over DDoS
attacks. CC gives the capability of distributing this computational burden against a large pool of resources to recoup for a
rapid raise in computational needs. Influencing the basic elements of the CC to help secure DDoS attacks may not be a
constant solution, but it may be readily available solution to this need. While the integration of SG and CC is inevitable,
the characteristics of CC can be influenced to improve defense against DDoS attacks.
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